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We consider the minimum cost network flow problem min(cx : Ax=b, x ~ 0)
on a graph G = (V,E). First we give a minor modification of Edmonds-Karp
scaling technique, and we show that it solves the minimum cost flow problem
2
in o<<lvl log lvl)CIEI + lvl log jvj)) steps. We also provide two dual
simplex algorithms that solve the minimum cost flow problem in
3
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oclvl log Iv!) pivots and oclvl log Iv!) pivots respectively. Moreover,
this latter dual simplex algorithm may be implemented so that the running
time is proportional to that of Edmonds-Karp scaling technique.
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Introduction

We consider the minimum cost network flow problem (1)

Minimize

ex

Subject to Ax

x

(1)
=

b

> o,

where A is the vertex-edge incidence matrix for a graph G = (V,E). In
addition, we assume that V = {0,1,2, ••• ,m}, c is an integral n-vector, and b
is a real-valued m-vector with -1

< b.l. -< 1

for i

€

v. We have deleted the

redundant mass balance constraint for vertex O. We assume without loss of
generality ~hat lbil ..$.. 1 since we may scale the variables without altering the
optimum solution.
Let BIT(b) be the minimum integral value of s such that 2sb is integer
valued. Thus BIT(b) is a sufficient number of bits to represent bi for
all i

€

BIT(c)

v. We let BIT(b)

= max

=~

if no such finite value of s exists. We let

(flog(lc.l+l)] : 1
J

< j -< n).

-

We present three algorithms for the minimum cost network flow problem.
The first algorithm is a modification of the original scaling algorithm of
Edmonds and Karp (1972). This algorithm solves t.he minimum cost flow problem
as a sequence of O(IVIBIT(b)) different shortest path problems, each of which
may be solved in O(IEI + lvl log lvl) arithmetic steps using Fredman and
Tarjan's (1984) implementation of Dijkstra's algorithms. In the case that
BIT(b) is large (possibly infinite), we show how to reduce the number of
shortest path problems to o(lvl 2log lvl). Thus we show that the Edmonds-Karp
procedure is in fact genuinely polynomial, i.e., the number of arithmetic
operations is independent of BIT(b) or BIT(c). (The arithmetic steps used by
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the' scaling algorithm are as follows: addition, subtractions, comparisons,
truncation, and computing the smallest s such that l2sbil
1

L

1, i.e.,

calculating the place of the first non-zero bit in the binary representation

We also present two genuinely polynomial dual simplex algorithms for the
minimum cost network flow problem. The first of these dual simplex algorithms
takes O(lvi 3BIT(b)) pivots, or O(IVl 4log IVI) pivots, whichever is smaller.
The second dual simplex algorithm takes O(lvl 2BIT(b)) pivots or
O(IVl 3 log Iv!) pivots, whichever is smaller. The first of the dual simplex
algorithms is a "more natural" pivot rule, and the proofs of the computational
bounds are simpler. However, this latter dual simplex algorithm has the
property that each dual pivot may be obtained via a (non-dual) Dijkstra step.
Thus one may implement the latter dual simplex algorithm so that the number of
arithmetic steps is O(U*(IEI + IV! log IVI)), where
U* '"'min(IVIBIT(b),

IV~ ). In this case, the number of arithmetic steps' for

the dual simplex algorithm is comparable to the number of arithmetic steps for
the Edmonds-Karp scaling procedure. This is also the best known computational
bound for the min.imum cost network flow problem for sparce networks. Moreover,
the dual simplex algorithms presented here are the first simplex pivot rules
that are provably polynomial for the minimum cost network flow problem.

1. Background

Edmonds and Karp (1972) were the first to solve the minimum cost network
flow problem in polynomial time. Their algorithm, now commonly ref erred to the
Edmonds-Karp scaling technique, is to solve a sequence of O(BIT(b)) different
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network flow problems, each equivalent to (1) except that the j-th such
network flow problem has a right I hand side of [2jbl/2j rather than b. They
also show that the jth problem can be solved from the (j-l)th problem via a
sequence of at most

lvl

shortest path problems. We will describe our

implementation of Edmonds-Karp scaling technique in Section 2.
Although Edmonds and Karp did resolve the question of whether network
flow problems can be solved in polynomial time, two interesting closely
related questions were unresolved. First, as stated in their paper,

"A challenging open problem is to give a method for the minimum cost flow
problem having a bound of computation which is polynomial in the number
of nodes, and is independent of both costs and capacities".

We shall refer to such an algorithm as a genuinely polynomial algorithm. The
reader should be forewarned that we are using the term "genuinely polynomial"
in a slightly different sense than did Megiddo (1981). In particular, our
calculations may be on real numbers, and we are permitting a different set of
arithmetic operations than did Megiddo.
This first question is motivated in part by the existance of genuinely
polynomial algorithms for several important subclasses of network flow
problems, viz., the assignment problem, the shortest path problem, and the
maximum flow problem.
The second question is as follows. Is there a simplex pivot rule that
solves the minimum cost network flow problem in polynomial time? This latter
question is motivated in part by the practical efficiency of the network
simplex algorithm, as documented for example by Glover and Klingman (1975),
and Ali et al. (1978). The question is motivated also by the recent average
case results for the network simplex algorithm as proved by several
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researchers. See Karp et al. (1984) for a list of references.

,

Tardos (1984a) resolved the first of these two open questions. She showed
how to solve the minimum cost flow problems by solving IEI distinct problems
such that in each problem BIT(c)

i

2 log

Iv!.

Thus Edmonds-Karp scaling

technique is genuinely polynomial for each of these IEI problems. Tardos
(1984b) shows how to extend her own technique to provide genuinely polynomial
algorithms for all linear programs in which the constraint matrix coefficients
are small, i.e., BIT(A) is polynomially bounded in m and n •
. As for the second question, Zadeh (1973) provided the first negative
evidence by showing that the primal simplex algorithm using Dantzig's pivot
rule (i.e., pivot in the variable whose reduced cost is minimum) does take an
exponentially large number of pivots in the worst case. Subsequently,
Cunningham (1979) showed that Bland's primal simplex pivot rule takes an
exponentially long sequence of consecutive degenerate pivots in the worst
case. Indeed, Cunningham's example (a modification of an example of Edmonds
(1970)) shows that Bland's rule takes an exponentially large number of pivots
in the worst case even when specialized to the shortest path problem.
Cunningham (1979) also provided some "good news" with respect to the
second question by developing a primal network simplex pivot rule that avoids
"stalling", i.e., the number of consecutive degenerate pivots is polynomially
bounded. Subsequently, Roohy-Laleh (1980) 9 Balinski (1982), and Hung (1983)
developed polynomial time simplex pivot rules for the assignment problem.
Orlin (1984) showed that the number of pivots for Dantzig's pivot rule is
o(lvl 2 1El 2BIT(b) 2BIT(b)). Thus when 2BIT(b) is small -- as it is the
assignment problem and for the shortest path problem ...... Dantzig's pivot rule
is polydomial time.
Ikura and Nemhauser (1983) developed a dual simplex pivot rule such that
the number of .pivots is polynomially bounded in IVI and 2BIT(b) • Used in
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conjunction with Edmonds-Karp scaling, their algorithm solves the minimum cost
network network flow problem in polynomial time.
We present the first specialization of the dual simplex algorithm which
runs in polynomial time for network flow problems. It is still an interesting
open question as to whether there is a "natural" primal simplex pivot rule
which runs in polynomial time for network flow problems.
We observe that Balinski (1982), (1983) and (1984) in his work on the
assignment problem and the transportation problem has provided some intriguing
evidence which suggests why the dual polyhedra of network flow problems may be
better suited for the simplex algorithm than the primal polyhedra. In
particular, he shows that the number of vertices of the dual polyhedra is
·considerably smaller than for the primal polyhedra. He also shows that the
Hersh conjecture is true when specialized to the dual network polyhedra. In
addition, he provides a dual simplex procedure for the assignment problem for
which the number of pivots is at most (n 2-n)/2, and he proves that this bound
is the best possible.
The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we review Edmonds-Karp scaling procedure, and we show that with a minor
modification it is a genuinely polynomial algorithm. In Section 3, we present
the first.of our network dual simplex algorithms, and we show that the number
of pivots is O(lvl 4log IVI). In Section 4, we present the second of our
network dual simplex algorithms and we show that the number of pivots is
o(lvl 3log lvl)• Finally, in Section 5, we show how to implement this second
dual simplex algorithm so that the number of arithmetic steps is
O(U*(IEI +Iv! log lvl>) steps, where U* • min(IVIBIT(b), lvl 2log lvl)·
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2. Edmonds-Karp Scaling Techniq ue

In this section , we describ e an implem entatio n of Edmonds-Karp scaling
techniq ue for which the number of arithm etic operati ons is polyno mially

IVI •

bounded in

Before describ ing our proced ure, we first describ e some of the notatio n
and termino logy that we will use. We also will make some simplif ying
assump tions.

Notatio n and Defini tions

Let G = (V,E) with V = {0,1, ••• ,m}. A path in G is an alterna ting
sequenc e P

= v0 ,e 1 ,v 1 , ••• ,ek,vk

or else ei

=

of vertice s and edges such that ei • (vi-l'v i)

(vi'vi -l). In the former case, ei is called a forward edge of P.

In the latter case it is called a backward edge of P. The .£2!E_ of a path
P is
the sum of the costs of the forward edge of P minus the sum of the costs
of
the backward edges of P. A circuit is a path in which v • vn and v , •••
,vn-l
0
0
are all distin ct.
A directe d path is a path in which every edge is a forward edge. A graph
is strongl y connec ted if there is a directe d path between every pair of
vertice s.
By a

rooted~

we mean a spannin g tree in which one vertex is specifi ed

to be the root. Unless specifi ed otherw ise, we will hencef orth assume that
the
root vertex of any rooted tree is vertex O.
Let T be a rooted tree. For every pair u,v of vertice s, we let PT(u,v)
denote the unique path in T from vertex u to vertex v. For every vertex
u and
every edge e

£

T we let PT(u,e) denote the path in T whose initia l vertex is u

and whose termin al edge is e. We say that e

£

T is a downward edge ofthe
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rooted tree T if e is a forward edge of pT(O,e). Otherwise, e is an upward
edge of T. We let

B(T,e)

=

{i E V

Equivalently, B(T,e) is the set of vertices of V that lie below e on the
tree T.

For a tree T and each e ~ T, we let cT denote the cost of the circuit C
e
created by adding edge e to T, where e is a forward edge of C. Equivalently,c T
e
is the reduced cost of edge e with respect to the basis induced by T.
For any pair

s1,s 2

of disjoint sets of vertices, we let

u €

sl '

v €

s 2 }.

For any edge e of T we define the fundamental cutset of e to be
(u,v)
F(T,e)

£

E: u=E B(T,e), v E B(T,e) if e is upward

=

{ (u,v) EE : u

£

B(T,e), v

£

B(T,e) if e is downward.

The Parametric Sequence of Problems

For each 1
Let s

=

= 0,1,2, ••• ,

l(t-1)/mJ and let v

we define b(t) as follows.

= 1-sm.

Then
ifl(i(r
if r + l .$._ i .$._ m..

We let PROB(t) denote the following problem.
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Minimize

ex
PROB{.fl.)

Subject to Ax • b(t)
x

> o.

We first <>bserve that bi(O) == 1 or 0 according as bi is positive or not. Thus
PROB(O) is equivalent to finding the shortest path from vertex i to vertex 0
for all i with bi

> O.

We also observe that for U*

= (m+-1)

BIT(b), PROB{U*) is the same as

problem (1). Henceforth we will refer to (1) as

REMARK 1. Suppose that b(.fl.+l)

r

PROB(~).

b(JI.), and that .fl.+l • sm+-r with s

=

L.fl./mj. Then

i ... r
i

* r.

Remark 1 follows directly from the definition of b(JI.). We observe also that
b(.fl.) is monotonically decreasing in JI.. Although the monotonicity of b(.) is
not critical to the usual implementation of Edmonds-Karp scaling technique,
the monotonicity of b(.) is required in the proofs of Lemmas 3, 4, and 5
below ..

Edmonds-Karp scaling algorithm may be summarized as follows:

STEP 1. Solve PROB(O) by solving a shortest path problem.
STEP 2. For JI. • 0 to (m+-l)BIT(b), solve PROB(.fl.+l) as a shortest path problem
as derived from the optimal solution to PROB(t).

We will explain Step 2 in more detail below; however. in order to
simplify the

subsequ~nt

description and analysis we first make the following

c
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simplifying assumptions.

Al. The graph G = (V,E) is strongly connected.
A2. The matrix A has full row rank.
A3. For any directed circuit C of G, the cost of C is nonnegative.

A4. For any circuit C of G, the cost of C is non-zero.
AS. BIT(b)

< co.

We first show that we may make assumptions Al-A4 without loss of
generality.
If G is not strongly connected, then we may add artificial adges (O,j)
and (j,O) for each j

€

[l •• m], each edge with a suitable large cost. One of

these edges would have positive flow in an optimum solution for PROB(!) if and
only if PROB(!) had no feasible solution without flows in artificial edges. As
for A2, we have previously assumed that we eliminated the redundant
supply/demand constraint for vertex O. In conjunction with asssumption Al, it
follows that A has full row rank.
A3 is equivalent to dual feasibility. If there is a negative cost
directed circuit, then there is either no feasible

solution to PROB(!) or

else PROB(!) is unbounded.
To achieve A4, we may add E-j to the cost of the jth edge of E.
Equivalently, we solve the network flow problems described below using
lexicography.
Assumption (AS) is not without loss of generality, but we will relax this
assumption later in this section.

LEMMA l. Suppose that the data for PROB(!) satisfy Al, A2, and A4. Then there
is a unique optimum solution for PROB(!) for each 1

=

0,1,2, •••
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PROOF. Assumption Al guarantees primal
feasibility of PROB(1). Assumption A2
I
guarantees dual feasibility. Assumption A4 guarantees dual non-degeneracy.
Therefore, there is always a unique optimal solution.

Cl

Solving PROB(1+1)

For any spanning tree T and for any integer 1 1_ O, we let xT( 1) denote
the basic (possible infeasible) solution obtained for PROB(1) with basis T. We
say that'T is optimal for PROB(1) i f xT (.0.?.. 0 and cT)

o.

Suppose that the spanning tree T is optimal for PROB(t) but not for

...

,.

...

PROB(1+1). We construct the auxiliary graph G = (V,E) with costs c for
PROB(1+1) from T as follows. The vertex set is V • v. For each edge e = (i,j)
T
.
T
with xe(t) • O, there is a corresponding edge (i,J) € E with cij = cij• For
A

...

each edge e • (i,j) with xT(1) ) O, there are two corresponding edges (i,j)
e
and (j,i) in E with cij • cji • O.

...

By the shortest path eroblem for G, we mean the problem of finding the

...

shortest path from vertex 0 to every other vertex of G.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that the spanning tree T is optimal for PROB(t) but not for

..

PROB(1+1), with 1+1 • sm+r. Let G be the auxiliary graph for PROB(t)
constructed from T. Let S be an optimal spanning tree for the 'shortest path
A

A

s

problem for G, and let x • x (1+1). Then
(1)

S is an optimal basis for PROB(1+1).

(ii)

x is the unique optimal solution for PROB(1+1}.

(iii)

I;e-

x (1)1 • 0 or 2-s for each e €E.
e
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PROOF. By _assumption Al and by the dual feasibility of T, there is some
optimal shortest path tree. Edmonds and Karp showed that (i) is true. The
I

A

uniqueness of x follows from assumption A4.
s ""

T

Finally, by Remark 1, 2 (xe - xe ) is integer valued. In fact, x obtained
from xT by sending z-s units of flow along the cheapest path in the auxiliary
graph.

Cl

The following corollary of Lemma 1 will be important in the proof that
Edmonds-Karp scaling algorithm is genuinely polynomial.

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that x(R. 1 ) and x(R. 2 ) are optimal solutions for PROB(i 1 )
and PROB(iz) respectively. Then for each edge e

€

E,

PROOF. Suppose that t 1 ~ R.z- Then
R. -1

lxe(R. 1) - xe(t 2>1

1

~ Lk~R. 1xe(k+l)

- xe(k)I

R. -1

< lk 2=R.

(REM(k ) - REM(k+l))
1

with the second inequality being a consequence of (iii) of lemma 2.

We now present a genuinely polynomial version of Edmonds-Karp scaling

a
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algorithm.

Edmonds-Karp Scaling Algorithm

Begin
Solve the problem of finding a shortest path from every vertex
i

[l •• m] to vertex 0 in graph G. Let T be the optimum spanning tree.

€

While T is not optimum for PROB(co) do
begin
find the largest value of ! such that T is optimal for PROB(!);
construct the auxiliary graph G for PROB(!+l) from T;

...

let T be the solution to the shortest path problem in G;

...

let T = T;
end
end.

The proof of the genuine polynomiality of the Edmonds-Karp algorithm will
rely on two aspects. First, we will show that we can find in polynomial time
the largest value ! such that T is optimal for PROB(!). Second, we will show
that the number of distinct trees obtained by the algorithm in the "while
loop" is O(m2 log m).

Henceforth, we will let SUPFEAS(T) denote the largest value of ! such
that T is primal feasible for PROB(!). If xT(co)

>0

then SUPFEAS(T)

= co.

,,

If T is not feasible for PROB(!) for any ! then SUPFEAS(T) • .......

Our procedure for calculating SUPFEAS(T) relies on Lemmas 3 and 5 below.
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Lemma 3 show that we can calculate SUPFEAS(T) using binary search. Demma 5
shows that we may restrict the search interval for the value SUPFEAS(T) to an
interval of size O(m log m).

LEMMA 3. Let T be a spanning tree and let e be an edge of T. Let 1 ,1
1

with 11

2

Z

€

< tz·

If e is an upward edge of T, then xT(t ) > xT(t ).
e 1 - e 2
(ii) If e is a downward edge of T, then x T(1 ) < x T(1 ).
e 1 - e 2
(i)

PROOF. If e is an upward edge of T, then

Thus (i) follows from the fact that bi(!) is monotonically non-increasing
in 1.

If e is a downward edge of T, then

and (ii) follows from the monotonicity of bi(!).

LEMMA 4. Let T be a rooted tree and suppose that ! • SUPFEAS(T) with t
Let a be an edge such that xT(t+l)
a

< O,

and lets• Lt/mj. Then

(i)

xaT(!) -

(ii)

Edge a is an upward edge of T.

o.

c

<

®•
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PROOF. We first observe that 2sb(t+l) is integer valued, and thus 2sxT(t+l)
and 2sxT(t) are both integral. Therefore,

(2)

Then (i) and (ii) follow from (2) together with (iii) of Lemma 2.

Because xT(t)
a

> xT(t+l),
a

it follows from Lemma 3 that edge a is upward. o

LEMMA 5. Let T be a rooted tree and let e be an upward edge of T for which

< O.

xT(=)
e

Lets= -tlog(-xT(=))J. Then
e

xT(sm) > 0
e
-

> xT(m(s+2
e

PROOF. Suppose first that xT(sm)
e

that xT(sm)
e

xT(=)
e

< -2-s •

+ flog ml).

< O.

Since 2sxT(sm) is integer, it follows

Since e is an upward edge, we know that

-

< xT(sm)
< -2-s,
e
-

-

contradicting our definition of s.

Consider next t' • m(s+2+flog ml). By Corollary 1,

T
T
x (t') - x (=) <REM(!'). Moreover,
e

e

-

REM(!')

and thus xT(t')
e

< 2-s+l

<0

by our choice of s.

By Lemma 3, we know that the set of integers t for which xT(t)

0

2.

0 is an

interval. Therefore, to find SUPFEAS(T), we only have to find an integer 1 for
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and xT(i+l) < 0 for some upward edge a if T. By Lemma 5, we
a
may restrict our search for the value SUPFEAS(T) to a range depending
which xT(1)

>0

-

on xT(®)•
We combine these properties' so as to obtain the following procedure
a
for computing SUPFEAS(T).

PROCEDURE 1. "Compute SUPFEAS(T)"
Begin
Let q

=

min(xT(m): a is an upward edge of T;

_g_ q 2._ O,

a

~

let 1

= ®;

else be&in
let s

= -llog

let 1 1

=

sm;

let 1 2

=

1 1 + m(2+log m);

- qj;

use binary search to find a value 1 in [1 1 •• 1 2] such that
xT(1)
a

>0

-

for all upward edges a of T and xT(1+1)
a

<0

for some

downward edge a of T;
end

.!.!_ xT(1) ) 0 then let SUPFEAS(T) • 1;
else let SUPFEAS(T)

=

end.

PROPOSITION 1. Procedure 1 computes the correct value of SUPFEAS(T) in

O(IVI

log

IVI)

steps.

PROOF. Let q, s, 1p 1 2 and 1 be defined as in Procedure 1, and let e be an
T
upward edge of T for which xe (m) "" q.
Let 1* be the maximum value such that xT(i*) > 0 for each upward edge a of T.
a
We first note that if q 2._ 0 then 1* .,. a. • ® as in the procedure. Otherwise, by
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Lemma

5, 1*

€

(1 1 •• 1 2 ]. Moreover, by Lemma 3, the value 1 computed by binary

search is equal to 1*.
T

If xa(R.)

<0

for some a, then a must be a downward edge and thus by

-m.

1
Otherwise
Lemma 3, xa (1') < 0 for all R.' < 1. In this case SUPFEAS(T) •
x 1 ( 1) 2 O, and by our choice of 1, x1 ( R.') 1_ 0 for R.' > R.. Thus R. •

SUPERFEAS(T).

We also note that binary search over the interval [t 1 •• t 2] takes
O(log (R. 2-t 1)) "tests" where a "test" consists in checking the feasibility of
x1 (R.') for some R.' .. Since each "test" takes O(IVI) steps, the procedure takes

oclvl

log

lvl>

CJ

steps.

In the remainder of this section, we wish to show that the number of
iterations of the "while loop" of Algorithm l is polynomially bounded.
Equivalently, we wish to show that the number of distinct trees determined by
the algorithm is polyrlomially bounded.
We first let PERM(R.) • {e

€

E : xe(R.)

By Corollary 1, we know that each edge e
all R.'

> R..

€

> REM(R.)}.
PERM(R.) is such that xe(R.')

>0

for

We also know from Corollary l that PERM( .e.) ..:.. PERM( R.+ 1).

LEMMA 6. Let T be a rooted tree that is optimal for PROB(R.).

Let .e.•

a

SUPFEAS(T). Then

PERM(R.') ~ PERM(R.'+m+2m flog ml)•

PROOF .. Let 1*.'"" R.'+m+2mflog

ml•

Let e be an edge of T such that x!(1'+1)

Let B • B(T,e), and let i • V - B.

< o.
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By Lemma 3, we know that e is an upward edge of T and thus T
We will show that there is an edge'a

€

n

o(B,B) = $•

o(B,B) such that a €PERM(!*). Since
c

PERM( R..') _=.. PERM( R..*) this will complete the proof.

Lets= l(R..'-1)/mj. Then

By (3) and the non-negativity of x(t*), there is some edge a

€

o(B,B) such

that

x (R..*) ) 2-s /m.
a

-

Finally, we observe that REM(R..*)

< m2-s+Zlogm ~

2-s/m, and thus xa(t*) )

REM(R..*), completing the proof.

THEOREM 1. The Edmonds-Karp scaling algorithm solves the minimum cost network
flow problem with O(U*(IVlloglVI + IEI)) arithmetic operations, where
2
U* = min(lvl log lvl, lvl BIT(b)).

PROOF. Let T1 , ••• ,Tt be the distinct trees determined by Algorithm 1, and let
11

=

SUPFEAS (Ti). To compute Ti takes o(lvl IEI) steps using a shortest path

procedure. If we are given Ti, we can compute 1i in O(lvl log Iv) steps by
Procedure 1. We can also compute Ti+l in O(IEI + lvl log

lvl) steps using the

Fredman-Tarjan (1984) data structure of fibonacci heaps to implement
DijkstPa's algorithm. (We use the reduced costs cT where T • Ti, so that the
costs on the auxiliary graph are nonnegative.) Moreover, it is clear that
t ,i IVI BIT(b). To complete the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that
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t

.i 21 v.1 2 log I vI

+

Iv12•

Let Sk • {1 i : i
!ski

i 2IVI

(l+ log

£

lvl)

[i •• t] and PERM(1i ) • k}. By Lennna 6,
and henc~ t

i 2IVl 2 log IVI

+

lvl 2 completing

the

proof.

3. A Genuinely Polynomial Dual Simplex Pivot Rule for the Minimum Cost
Network Flow Problem.

In _this section we develop the first of two pivot rules for solving the
minimum cost network flow problems. Both rules appear to be "parametric rules"
in the following sense: we will show how to pivot so as to obtain an optimal
basis for PROB(1+1) starting from an

opti~l

basis for PROB(1). (Thus we will

essentially solve the shortest path problem on the auxiliary graph by a
sequence of dual pivots.) Despite the fact that the pivot rule appears to be
defined parametrically, we will show that both of these pivot rules are, in
fact, dual simplex pivot rules for the original problems, PROB(m).

_!~Simplex

Pivot Rule

In linear programming, the dual simplex pivot rule may be summarized as
follows. Given a dual feasible basis B and an infeasible basic solution x
(where xB • B- 1b), pivot out a basic variable xi with xi

<0

and pivot in a

variable so that the resulting pivot.results in a dual feasible basis. Within
the context of network flows, if xT is the current basic solution and if xa is
the exiting variable for a

£

E, then the entering variable in xe where

"

e

£

a£ F(T,e)). (Recall that F(T,e) is the
• min(cT:
F(T,e) is chosen so cT
a
e

fundamental cutset induced by e.)
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The algorithm presented below is a refinement of the dual simplex
T
.
algorithm in that we choose a unique,edge with xa < 0 to leave the basis.

ALGORITHM 2.. "The Scaling Dual Simplex Algorithm".

Begin
Use a phase 1 procedure to find an optimal spanning tree T with respect
to PROB(O). (We will discuss the phase 1 approach in the following
subsection.)

While T is not optimal for PROB( co) ..2.2._
begin
let t

=

SUPFEAS(T);

Let a

€

T be chosen so that xT(t+l)
a

artd xT(t+l)
a

>0

-

< O,

for each other edge a on the path PT(O,a);

let T' be obtained from T by pivoting out edge a and pivoting in the
edge e

€

F(T,e) with cT
e

= min(cT:
a

a€ F(T,a));

let T '"' T';
end
end.

We will discuss the phase 1 procedure subsequent to discussing the number
of pivots subsequent to solving PROB(O).

THEOREM 2. Algorithm 2 is a genuinely polynomial dual simplex algorithm for
the

mini~um

cost network flow problem. The number of dual simplex pivots

2
starting from an optimal tree for PROB(O) is O(lvl U*), where
U* •

min(lvl 2log

lvl)~

lvl

BIT(b)).
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PROOF. Assume first that T is a dual feasible basis determined by the
I

algorithm and that R. • SUPFEAS(T) with R.

> -=.

This is certainly true for an

optimal solution to PROB(O). Let S be the next basis determined by the
algorithm. We will show that the pivot is a dual simplex pivot and that
SUPFEAS(T)

Let R.

~

SUPFEAS(S).

= SUPFEAS(T).

upward, and xTa(R.)

= O.

By (ii) of Lemma 4, the edge a pivoted out of T is

Moreover, xT(=)
a

< xT(R.+l)
< O,
a

and thus the pivot is a

-

dual simplex pivot.
T

Since x (R.) • O, the pivot from T to S is a degenerate pivot with respect
a
to PROB(R.). The degeneracy implies that x 8 (t) == xT(R.)

.L 0

and thus SUPFEAS(S)

) R..

Let T1 ,T 2 , ••• ,Tt be the set of trees determined by the algorithm and let
.e.i

u

SUPFEAS(Ti). We have already shown in the proof of Theorem 1 that the

maximum number of distinct values of R.i is O(U*). To complete the proof of the
Theorem we will show that if SUPFEAS(Ti) "' SUPFEAS(Tj) then j ~ i+I VI 2 •

Let Ti, ••• ,Tj be a set of trees for which SUPFEAS(Ti) • SUPFEAS(Tj) • R..
Without loss of generality, we assume that xe(R.) • 0 for all e
we would contract the edges a of E for which xa(R.)

>0

€

E. Otherwise,

(and thus c!(t) • 0 for

T • T1 , ••• ,Tj.) This contraction does not effect either the choice of the
entering variable or the choice of the exiting variable in any of the pivots
0f

Ti IP•.,"' 9Tj-1 '"

Let T • ._rk for some k

€

[i •• j]. We say that a vertex v of T is green if

the path pT(O,v) from 0 to v contains no upward edges. We let Gk denote the
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set of green vertices of Tk.
We let dk{v) denote the indeg~ee of vertex v in the tree Tk. We let sk
denote the set of non-root vertices of T1 with indegree = O. Thus sk is the
set of sources of ~. The fact that j-i ~

lvl 2

is a consequence of the

following Lemma.

LEMMA 7. For each k

(ii)

l

[i •• j-1]

€

=L

k dk{v)

V€G

{iii)

(iv)

k dk+l{v) + 1.

V€G

sk+l

IGkl

c

sk.

<L

k di(v)

i

IGkl + !ski - 1.

V€G

We first show why Lemma 7 implies that j-i

i

2
IVl • We first note that

by{i) there are at most IVI pivots for which IGk+ll is greater than IGkl• By
{ii) if Gk

=

l

GP with k

< p,

then

k (dk{v) - dp{v))

= p-k,

VEG

and by {iv) it follows that p ~ k + I ski ~ k+IVI. Thus the numbers of
consecutive pivots for which IGk+ll • jGkl is at most !VI, and thus
j-i

i lvl 2 •

PROOF OF LEMMA 7. Let us denote ~ and Tk+l as T and S respectively. Let a be
the edge pivoted out of T and let e be the edge pivoted into s.
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We first prove (i). Let v be any vertex of Gk. Since vis-green we know
that a is not an edge on the path

v ...

PT(O,v). Therefore P is also a path in

s, from which it follows that v is green in s. Therefore

cf.

c;k+l.

c

We next prove (ii) • Let v be the head of edge a and let u be the head of
edge e. The exiting variable rule for our dual simplex algorithm guarantees
that v

k

€

.

G • The entering variable rule guarantees that u

t

k

G • Thus in
~

pivoting from T to S we delete the edge a whose head is in Gk and we add an
edge e whose head is not in

cf..

Therefore (ii) is true.

We next prove (iii). Let v be the head of edge a as defined as in the
proof of (ii). Since v is green and we have assumed that x(!} • O, it follows
that the path PT(O,v) consists of downward edges. From this fact we conclude
that v • O or else dk(v)

> O.

In either case, v

t

sk. We have thus shown that

sk+l c sk since the pivot from Tk to Tk+l will not create any non-root
sources.

We now prove (iv). Since each non-root vertex of Gk has indegree at least
one~

l

k d k ( v)

~ I Gk I -

1 ..

V€G

The sum of the indegrees of the remaining vertices is at least

IVI -

IGkl - !ski since this number equals the number of vertices not in Gk

with indegree greater than O. Because

l
V€T

it follows that

dk(v) ...

!VI -

1,
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I

k dk(v) ,i <lvl - 1) - <lvl - IGkl - !ski>

V€G

completing the proof of Lemma 7 and Theorem 2.

c

It is an interesting open question whether the worst case bound of
4
O(lvl log lvl) pivots is acheivable. I conjecture that the maximum number of
3
pivots is o(lvl log lvl), but I do not know of a proof of such a bound. It is
also conceivable that the maximum number of pivots is significantly less •
....

5. A Phase 1 Procedure

We still have not yet specified our method for solving PROB(O). In this
subsection we will present several alternatives.
If we permit ourselves algorithms other than the simplex algorithm, then
we may solve PROB(O) using standard techniques. If c L_ O, we may solve the
shortest path problem in o(lvl log IVl+IEI) steps using Dijkstra's algorithm
with the data structure Fibonacci heaps. If c is not non-negative, then we may
solve the shortest problem in o(IVllEI) steps using the label-correcting
algorithm for shortest paths.
If we permit ourselves the use of the primal simplex algorithm, we also
may still solve PROB(O) quite efficiently. If c L_ O, then Dantzig's primal
rule leads to the same sequence of pivots as does Dijkstra's algorithm, as
proved independently by Zadeh (1979) and by Dial et al. (1979). If c is not
"'
non-negative,
then we may still interpret a minor modification of the label

correcting algorithm as a special case of the primal simplex algorithm. (See
Cunningham (1979).)
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In keeping with the spirit of the rest of this paper, we will show how to
solve PROB(O) via a dual simplex algorithm. As in the case of the usual
shortest path algorithms we will consider the cases of c 2,. 0 and c

!

0

separately.

Solving PROB( 0) ..!!_,£!!.!. costs .!!!.. non-negative.

Let d(t) be defined as follows fort

1 if

t+lii

0 if

t - m+ 1

-1

if

t -

€

[0 •• 2m].

<i < t
2m + 1 i i .5.. t

- m.

Let PROBl(t) be defined as follows.

Minimize

ex

Subject to

(-A)x • d(t)
x

PROBl(t)

Lo .

We observe that -A is the vertex-edge icidence mature of the graph G9 obtained
G by reversing all edges. Thus PROBl(t) is a minimum· cost network flow problem
satisfying assumptions Al-AS.
Suppose that we carry out our dual simplex algorithm to solve PROB1(2m)
starting from the artificial tree T for PilOBl(O), where T consists of the
edges {(j,O) : j

€

[1 •• m]} each with a cost of

o.

Theorem 2 shows that the

number of pivots is O(lvl 3 ). Moreover, the optimal basis T' for PROB1(2m) has
no artificial arcs, and its reversal is optimal for PROB(O). To see this, note
that T' is the tree in G' of shortest distances from the root vertex O. Its
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reversal is the tree in G of shortest distance to the root vertex

Solving PROB(O)

.!!.~costs may~

o.

negative.

Our dual implex procedure of the previous section relied on the fact that
the original artificia l basis was dual feasible for PROB(t) for each t.
Unfortun ately, in the case that c is not non-nega tive, there is no obvious
artificia l basis that is dual feasible.
In order to create a dual feasible basis, we use a standard method of
linear programming of introduci ng an additiona l constrain t, creating PROB2.

Minimize

ex

Subject to Ax

=1

PROB2

l ee:Ex e +
x

~

x0

=M

o,

where 1 denotes an m-vector with a 1 in each componen t, M is a suitably large
integer, and x 0 is a slack variable (or in graph terms, it represent s a loop
at vertex 0).
This latter problem is solved by Karp and Orlin (1981) in

o(lvllEI

log

lvl)

steps via a dual simplex algorithm .

Actually, to be more precise, Karp and Orlin solve the parametri c problem
obtained by dualizing the "redundan t" constrain t as follows

Minimize

Iccj->.)xj - >.x0

,$ubject to Ax
x

=

>0

1

PROB2(>.)
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as A varies from +co to O. However, we leave it to the reader to show that
under the assumption of dual non-degeneracy, moving from one breakpoint to the
next breakpoint in the parametric simplex algorithm corresponds to executing a
dual pivot simplex pivot with respect to PROB2.

4. A Second Dual Simplex Algorithm

We expect that the primary contribution of Algorithm 2 will be
theoretical rather than computational. Computationally, Algorithm 2 has two
significant drawbacks. First each dual simplex pivot may require

n(IEI)

steps.

Second, the number of degenerate pivots with respect to PROB(t) may be

In this section we offer a speed up technique so that the number of
degenerate pivots with respect to PROB(t) is at most

IVI.

Moreover, this dual

simplex algorithm may be implemented so as to run in time proportional to the
Edmonds-Karp scaling technique. In fact, it is equivalent in a very real sense
to Edmonds-Karp scaling, as seen in Section 5.

The major idea of the algorithm is to try to enforce a condition so that
the cardinality of sk as described in the proof of Lemma 7 is at most 1.
To describe this dual simplex algorithm, we first define "strong
feasibility", a concept introduced independently by Cunningham (1976) and Barr
et .. al (1977) ..
A tree,T is said to be s.trongly feasible for PROB(t) if xT(.t)

2

0 and if

xT(.t) > O for each upward edge e of T. We will say that a basis T is strongly
e
optimal for PROB(t) if T is both optimal and strongly feasible for PROB(t).
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In the following, we let SUPSTRONG(T) be the largest value t such that T
is strongly optimal for PROB(t).

ALGORITHM 3. "The Modified Dual Simplex Scaling Algorithm".

Begin
Use a phase 1 procedure to find a spanning tree T that is strongly
optimal for PROB(O).

While T is not strongly optimal for PROB( oo) i2_

begin
let t

=

SUPSTRONG(T);

let S • T;
while S is not strongly feasible for PROB(t+l) i2_
begin
let "a" be an upward edge of S for
which xs(t+l)
a

= O and

x 8(t+l)
e

>O

for each upward edge e on the path from 0 to a in S;
let e

E

F(S,a) be an edge with

c e8 • min(c 8 : a
a

E

F(T,a));

let S' be obtained by pivoting in edge e and pivoting out edge a.
let S ... S';
end
l,et T ,.. S;
end
end.
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This algorithm is identical to Algorithm 2 except that we require our
/

basis to be strongly optimal rather than optimal.

As

such, the proof of

correctness of the algorithm and the proof of the polynomial bound are both
similar to the corresponding proofs for Algorithm 2.
In the remainder of this section we treat three aspects of the algorithm.
We first point out that the phase 1 procedure for Algorithm 3 is essentially
the same as the corresponding procedure for Algorithm 2. Next we show how to
calculate SUPSTRONG(T) in O(IVlloglVI) steps. Finally, we will show that the
3

algorithm is correct and the number of pivots is O(IVI loglVI)·

The Phase 1 Procedure

Here we may carry out the same phase 1 procedure as in Algorithm 2. The
terminal basis is optimal for

Minimize

ex
(4)

Subject to Ax • 1
x

2.. o.

Moreover, each feasible basis is non-degenerate with respect to problem (4),
and thus the terminal basis of phase 1 is strongly optimal for (4). We may now
solve PROB(O) by solving at most lvl intermediate problems starting with
problem (4). At each step we would reduce the right hand side from 1 to 0 for
some component i with b1 (0)

R

o.
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Computing

SUPSTRONG

Despit e the close conne ctions between SUPSTRONG and SUPFEAS, it
is not
true that the compu tation of SUPSTRONG easily reduce s to the compu
tation of
SUPFEAS. In partic ular, to compute SUPSTRONG in a polyno mial number
of
arithm etics steps, it appear s that we must be able to evalua te
the expres sion
BIT(a) in polyno mial time.
If we count the evalua tion of BIT(a) as one arithm etic step, then
we may
determ ine SUPSTRONG in o(lvl log lvl) steps. This algori thm is
based on the
follow ing lemma.

LEMMA 8. Let T be a tree with root vertex O;.let 1 • SUPSTRONG(T
), and let 1'
• SUPFEAS(T). Let e be an upward edge of T for which xT(1) • O.
Then
e

i

PROOF. We first note that 1

Thus bi(t+l )

= bi(t')

< 1'-1

for each i

€

€

B(T,e )).

and that

B(T,a ). In additi on,

where s -~/mj.Therefore,

s •

BIT(b (t))

= max

(BIT( bi(t+l )

• max(B IT(bi( t') : i

i

€

€

B(T,e )).

B(T,e ))
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We can thus solve fort'• SUPSTRONG(T) in O(lvl log lvl) steps by first
solving for SUPFEAS(T) and then using the results of Lemma 8 to compute
Lt'/mj. It is then an easy matter to compute t' in an additional
O(lvl log lvl) steps using binary search.

Cl

THEOREM 3. Algorithm 3 solves the minimum cost network flow problem in
2
O{IVIU*) pivots, where U* • min(lvl log IVI, IVI BIT(b)).

PROOF. Let T1 , ••• , Tt be the trees determined by the "outer while loop". Let ti
... SUPSTRONG{Ti) for i £ [1 •• t]. Because of the condition of the inner while
loop, we have t k

< t k+1

will next prove that t

fork£ [1 •• t-1]. It is clear that t

i IVI

BIT(b). We

i lvl 2 + 2lvl 2 log lvl.

Let Ik be defined as follows.

I

k

"" {i

£

[i ... t]

Let us partition Ik into I~ and I~, where ·I~ consists of the first IVI • m+-1
elements of 1k. By the pigeon hole principle, there are integers i,j £ I~ such
that ii

= tj{mod

by Lemma 6, tP

i

m). It follows that Ti is not feasible for PROB(tj+l); hence
tj + 2IVI log lvl for all p £ I~. Therefore,

II~I i 2IVI log lvl, and IIkl i IVI + 2IVI log lvl •.Since
into 11 , ••• ,Im, it follows that t

<

lvl 2 + 2IVl 2 log

[1 •• t] partitions

!VI.

Now let T1 , ••• ,TP be a sequence of trees determined by the inner while
loop. To complete the proof of Theorem 3, it suffices to show that pi lvl.
We first note that each of the pivots is degenerate with respect to
PROB(i+l), where 1 • SUPSTRONG(T1). Moreover, if T •
x(i+l), i.e., the

t~ee

T is optimal for PROB(Ri+l).

Tt,

then xT{t+l) •
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We will soon apply the results

~f

Lemma 7. However, first we will prove

that the number of non-roo t "source vertice s" in T1 is exactly one.
Let T • T1 • Since T is strongl y feasibl e for PROB(t) it follows that
xT(t)
e
Let r

>0
€

for each upward edge e of T.

[1 •• m] with t+l

= sm+r.

Then x;(t+l) is obtaine d from x!(t) by sending

2-s units of flow along the path PT(O,r ). Since T is strongl y feasibl e for
PROB(t) but not for PROB(t+l) we may conclud e that

=0

(i)

xT(t+l )
e

(ii)

x T(t+l) > 2-s for each downward edge e
e
-

for some upward edge e

€

PT(O,r )

€

PT(O,r)

(iii)

If we now contra ct the edges of T for which xT(t+l) > 0 (as in the proof
of
e
Lemma 7), the only upward edges would be on the path PT(O,r ). It follows
that
vertex r is the unique source vertex of the contrac ted tree.

Let us now apply the results of Lemma 7. Withou t loss of genera lity we
assume that xe(t+l)

=

0 for all e

€

E. Otherw ise we would contra ct those edges

e for which xe(t+l) ) O, withou t effecti ng the pivotin g in the inner loop.
Let G1 , si, and di be defined as in Lemma 7. We have just shown that
ls 1 1 • 1. By (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 7, it follows that

):
VEG

i di ( v) ...

I Gi I •
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By (i) and (ii) of Lemma 7, it follows that

and thus the number of pivots is at most

lvl.

This completes the proof of

Theorem 3.

c

5. A Computational Analysis of Algorithm 3.

In this section we will outline why the number of arithmetic operations
for our second dual simplex algorithm is

O(U*(IEI

+

IVI

log

!VI)).

In fact, it

suffices to show that the "inner while loop" is really a minor speed-up of the
usual Dijkstra algorithm.

Rather than give a detailed formal proof of the equivalence of the dual
pivots and Dijkstra's steps, we will illustrate a pivot in Figures la and lb
and outline the proof of the equivalence •

.!!!!. Portrayal

of.!.~

Simplex Pivot

Let T be a spanning tree obtained by the algorithm and let S be the next
spanning tree obtained by pivoting out edge a from T and pivoting in edge e.
In order to see why the pivot in equivalent to permanently labeling a vertex
(or more) in Dijkstra's algorithm, let us review some properties of the dual
simplex algorithm.
First let us suppose that T is optimal for PROB(t) but not strongly
feasible, and suppose that the inner while loop will terminate with a tree
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that is strongly optimal for PROB(t). Suppose also that r _ t(mod m) for
vertex r

€

[i •• m].

Next, let us contract all the edges of T and S for which the flow is
positive. As mentioned in the previous section, these edges will not be
pivoted out until after obtaining a tree that is strongly feasible. Recall
that each of these edges (i,j)

€

T with x j(t)
1

>0

induces two edges (i,j) and

(j,i) in the auxiliary graph for PROB(t) each with a reduced cost of o. Thus
contracting such an edge in G correspond to contracting a strongly connected
subgraph of 0--length edges in the auxiliary graph. This "preprocessing" is in
the shortest path problem for PROB(t) may be implemented in O(IEI) steps.
We now illustrate what such a contracted tree T may look like.
We have portrayed the edges of T-a in Figure la as two subtrees TO and Tr
rooted at vertex 0 and vertex r respectively, and these subtrees are connected
by the edge a. Also each edge in T-a is a downward edge of one of the
subtrees. To see why each edge of TO and Tr is downward, recall from the proof
of Thereom 3 that the contracted graph T must have at most two source
vertices: vertex 0 and vertex r. Moreover,' if we delete edge a then vertex 0
and vertex r are both sources. It follows that each edge of TO and Tr is
downward.
Each path PT(O,v) for v

€

TO is the shortest path in the auxiliary graph

for PROB(t) since each edge of the path has a reduced cost of zero and all
other costs are non-negative. Thus TO corresponds to a set of "permanently
labeled" vertices of Dijkstra's algorithm.
The edge e is the minimum cost edge directed from a vertex in TO (i.e., a

"permanently labeled vertex") to a vertex in Tr (i.e., an "unlabeled vertex").
Indeed, FtT,a) • ~(To,Tr).
To pivot from T to S, as in Figure lb, we pivot out edge a and pivot in
edge e.. With respect to the data structures representing the tree, we need
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only to change the predecessor of the head of e, say vertex v. If u was the
predecessor of v in Tr, then (u,v) is the edge to be pivoted out of S. If the
head of e were r, then S would be a strongly optimal basis. We observe that we
are "permanently labeling" the subtree of Tr rooted at vertex v. In this
I

sense, the dual simplex algorithm offers a speed-up of the usual Dijkstra
steps.

In conclusion, we can find a strongly optimal basis for PROB(t) in

O(IEI +Iv!

log

lvl)

steps using a minor modification of Fredman and Tarjan's

implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm to solve the shortest path problem. The
major difference here is that we always maintain a dual feasible basis, and we
may "permanently label" a number of vertices in a single step.
Incidentally, there would be no need to calculate the reduced costs and
the dual prices at each step. We can defer these calculations until after
finding the strongly optimal basis for PROB(t).
We are currently investigating how fast this dual simplex algorithm is in
practice. So far, the results are too preliminary to report. However, we can
add that other researchers have reported favorable computation times using
Edmonds-Karp scaling technique. For example, Ikura and Nemhauser (1984) have
successfully applied the scaling technique to the transportation problem.
Gabow (1984) has also applied scaling to the shortest path problem and the
optimal assignment problem with very good computational results.
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Figure la.

A tree T. T-a forms two directed trees, TO and T6 rooted at
vertex 0 and vertex 6 respectively. (r•6).

Figure lb.

The tree S obtained from the tree in Figure la after pivoting
out edge a and pivoting in edge e. Edge a• is the next edge
to be pivoted out.
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